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Ulnar nerve entrapment at the elbow

Ulnar nerve entrapment at the elbow is the second most common compression 
neuropathy in the upper extremity, mainly affecting people of working age. 
Current literature does not fully support a reliable algorithm on diagnostics, 
treatment indications and treatment options that can be utilized in a wide 
patient population, hence these medical choices remain largely surgeon 
and healthcare center dependent, which may result in increased affliction 
for patients as well as increased costs for society, due to prolonged time to 
treatment and incapacity to work.

The aim of this thesis was to advance in essential knowledge concerning ulnar 
nerve entrapment at the elbow, with primary focus on studying factors that 
may influence and predict surgical outcome in primary and recurrent cases. The 
hope is to contribute to creating an evidence-based, standardized process in 
diagnostics, treatment indications and surgical treatment options for attaining 
the best possible clinical outcome for the affected patients. 
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Abstract 

Ulnar nerve entrapment at the elbow (UNE) is the second most common compression 
neuropathy in the upper extremity. Internationally, there is no clear consensus on 
diagnostic methods, treatment indications or which surgical procedure offers best 
clinical outcome, which may increase costs for society. This thesis studies factors that 
may influence and predict surgical outcome in primary and recurrent UNE, with the 
aim of contributing to the development of a reliable algorithm for achieving best 
possible clinical outcome for UNE patients. 

In the first part, cases from the Department of Hand Surgery, Skåne University 
Hospital, were studied retrospectively using a simple doctor-reported outcome measure 
(DROM). Primary cases treated with simple decompression (SD; n=242) were analysed 
and cases of primary transposition surgeries and revision transposition surgeries were 
compared (n=43 and n=44, respectively). In the second part, primary UNE cases from 
the National Quality Register for Hand Surgery in Sweden (HAKIR; n=1354) were 
analysed after being linked to the National Diabetes Register (NDR). The third part 
focused on primary and recurrent UNE cases treated surgically in two of the hand 
surgery departments reporting to the HAKIR register (n=548). The patient-reported 
outcome measure (PROM) QuickDASH was primarily used in parts two and three.  

In the first part, 78 % of primary SD cases reported being cured or improved after 
surgery. Sex, smoking, concomitant diseases, and presence of various clinical signs 
supporting UNE diagnosis did not affect surgical outcome. No difference in outcome 
was found between UNE diagnosis confirmed by electrophysiology or solely by clinical 
examination. Cases with electrophysiologically more severe pathology showed worse 
outcome. Excellent or good outcome (i.e. patients reporting being cured or improved) 
was reported in 84% of primary and 75% of revision transposition cases. No differences 
in outcome between primary and revision transposition surgeries was noted. 
Concomitant systemic diseases, musculoskeletal conditions and carpal tunnel 
syndrome (CTS) predicted the need for revision surgery. Revision surgeries were 
characterized by normal electrophysiological findings or less pronounced pathology and 
a high frequency of preoperative ulnar nerve dislocations compared to primary 
surgeries. In the second part, no differences were found in surgical outcome between 
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patients with and without diabetes. Men with diabetes had worse outcome after 
primary SD, which was not seen in women with diabetes. Women showed greater 
improvement from preoperatively to 12 months postoperatively compared to men, but 
scored their disability higher than men. Men had better surgical outcome. In the third 
part ulnar nerve dislocation in UNE was found in 16% of primary and 47% of revision 
surgeries. Postoperative outcome was worse for UNE cases with dislocation than for 
those without, but no correlation was found between ulnar nerve dislocation and 
QuickDASH scores at 12 months postoperatively. Positive correlations were found 
between postoperative DROM and QuickDASH, giving some support for the 
possibility of a relationship between DROM and QuickDASH measures. Concomitant 
diabetes in primary UNE, male sex and increasing age were associated with a worse 
electrophysiological grading. No differences in postoperative QuickDASH score were 
found between the various electrophysiological gradings. Primary SD had a better 
outcome than primary transposition surgeries.  

In summary, preoperative electrophysiological grading and age are not clear predictors 
of surgical outcome after primary SD, but men have a better outcome than women. 
Concomitant diabetes in primary UNE is associated with a worse electrophysiological 
grading but does not influence surgical outcome. Ulnar nerve instability is common in 
UNE, influencing choice of surgical treatment approaches, and possibly surgical 
outcome, negatively. Concomitant systemic diseases, musculoskeletal conditions and 
CTS are predictors of revision surgery. 
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Abbreviations 

ANS  Autonomic nervous system 
CAMP  Compound muscle action potential 
CNS  Central nervous system 
CTS  Carpal tunnel syndrome 
DASH  Disabilities of arm shoulder and hand 
DM1  Diabetes mellitus type 1 
DM2  Diabetes mellitus type 2 
DROM  Doctor-reported outcome measure 
EMG  Electromyography   
HAKIR  Swedish National Quality Registry for Hand Surgery 
IMT  Intramuscular ulnar nerve transposition 
ME  Medial epicondylectomy 
MNCV  Motor nerve conduction velocity 
MRI  Magnetic resonance imaging 
NSC   Nerve conduction studies  
PNS  Peripheral nervous system 
PROM  Patient-reported outcome measure 
PRUNE  Patient-rated ulnar nerve evaluation 
QuickDASH  Short version of DASH 
RCT  Randomized controlled study  
SCT  Subcutaneous ulnar nerve transposition 
SD  Simple ulnar nerve decompression 
SMT  Submuscular ulnar nerve transposition 
SNAP  Sensory nerve action potential 
UNE  Ulnar nerve entrapment at the elbow 
US   Ultrasonography 
2PD  Two-point discrimination  
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Thesis at a glance 

Paper I  

Outcome and predictors in simple decompression of ulnar nerve entrapment at the 
elbow  

Objectives: To evaluate outcome and potential predictors of outcome after simple 
decompression in ulnar nerve entrapment at the elbow (UNE).  

Methods: All surgically treated UNE cases (from 2004-2008) at our department were 
studied retrospectively. From 285 primary surgeries, 242 primary simple ulnar nerve 
decompressions were included. Medical records, including electrophysiological 
protocols, were reviewed and postoperative outcome was graded: 1) cured/improved 
and 2) unchanged/worsened symptoms, based on a patient-reported and surgeon-
evaluated outcome.  

Results: Of the 242 simple decompressions (122 males and 120 females; median age 
50.5 years), 101 cases were students, retired, unemployed, or on long-term sick-leave 
and 112 had manual, blue-collar work. 189 cases were cured or improved, while 53 
cases experienced no change in, or even worsened symptoms. Gender, smoking, or 
associated diseases did not affect outcome, while a tendency was observed for higher 
age, a manual occupation and experiencing constant symptoms over intermittent. Out 
of 196 electrophysiologically examined cases, 155 showed signs of ulnar nerve affection 
(56 reduced conduction velocity; 19 conduction block; 80 axonal degeneration; the last 
two groups had significantly worse outcome). 

Conclusion: Patients with a preoperatively electrophysiologically diagnosed nerve 
conduction block or axonal degeneration have a higher risk of not being cured or 
improved after simple decompression in UNE. Older patients, those with a manual 
profession, and constant symptoms of UNE tend to improve less after surgery.  
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Paper II  

Subcutaneous and submuscular transposition due to ulnar nerve entrapment at the 
elbow– analyses of 43 primary and 44 revision cases 

Objectives: To study outcome of subcutaneous (SCT) and submuscular (SMT) ulnar 
nerve transpositions due to ulnar nerve entrapment at the elbow (UNE), analysing both 
primary and revision surgeries, aiming to identify predictors of revision surgery. 

Methods: All surgically treated UNE cases (2004-2008) at our department were studied 
retrospectively. The initial surgically treated study population included 285 primary 
surgeries and 52 revision surgeries. Forty-three of the former (15 SCT and 28 SMT) 
and 44 (7 SCT and 37 SMT) of the latter were transpositions, which were included. 
Medical records, including electrophysiological protocols, were reviewed and the 
postoperative outcome was graded as: 1) cured/improved, and 2) unchanged/worsened 
symptoms, based on a patient-reported and surgeon-evaluated outcome. 

Results: The frequency of concomitant systemic diseases, musculoskeletal conditions 
and CTS was higher in revision that in primary surgery cases. Both primary and revision 
SMT cases had a high frequency of ulnar nerve dislocation. Primary SMT cases had a 
higher frequency of ulnar nerve impact found through electrophysiological 
examination, while revision SMT cases had normal electrophysiological findings or 
reduced ulnar nerve conduction velocity. Satisfaction rate was 79-93% in primary 
transposition surgeries and 73-86% in revision transposition surgeries.    

Conclusion: Patients with comorbidity with other systemic diseases, musculoskeletal 
conditions or CTS have a greater risk of UNE relapse and need for revision surgery. 
Surgeons should assess any tendency for intraoperative ulnar nerve dislocation at 
primary surgery for UNE, proceeding with a concomitant transposition of the nerve to 
minimize the need for revision surgery.  
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Paper III  

Ulnar Nerve Entrapment in Diabetes: Patient-reported Outcome after Surgery in 
National Quality Registries  

Objectives: To evaluate patient-reported outcome in patients with ulnar nerve 
entrapment at the elbow (UNE), with and without diabetes, to assess potential sex 
differences and compare surgical treatment methods.  

Methods: Data on patients operated for UNE (2010-2016; n = 1354) from the Swedish 
National Registry for Hand Surgery were linked to the Swedish National Diabetes 
Register. Symptoms were assessed preoperatively, at three and 12 months 
postoperatively by QuickDASH and HQ-8 (specific hand surgery questionnaire-8 
questions). Only simple decompressions were included when comparing groups.  

Results: Men with diabetes reported higher postoperative QuickDASH scores than 
men without diabetes. Women scored their disability higher than men at all time (with 
QuickDASH), but showed greater improvement between preoperative and 12-months-
postoperative values. Patients operated with transposition scored higher on 
QuickDASH at 12 months than patients who had simple decompression.    

Conclusions: Women with diabetes benefit from simple decompression for UNE to 
the same extent as women without diabetes. Men with diabetes risk benefiting less from 
simple decompression than women do. Ulnar nerve transpositions had a higher risk of 
residual symptoms than simple decompression.   
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Paper IV 

Ulnar nerve dislocation in ulnar nerve entrapment at the elbow. Influence on surgical 
outcome 

Objectives: To assess occurrence of symptomatic ulnar nerve dislocation and its 
influence on surgical outcome after primary and revision surgeries in ulnar nerve 
entrapment at the elbow (UNE).  

Methods: Influence of pre- or intraoperative ulnar nerve dislocation on postoperative 
outcome was assessed in 548 surgically treated cases (defined as treated nerves) from 
two hand surgery departments reporting to a National Quality Registry for Hand 
Surgery, using a patient-reported (PROM; QuickDASH, before and at three and 12 
months postoperatively) and a doctor-reported outcome measure (DROM; i.e. grading 
at last visit into cured-improved or unchanged-worsened, median follow-up time 3.0 
months). 

Results: A documented pre- or intraoperative ulnar nerve dislocation was found in 
109/548 (20%) cases, more often among revision (35/75, 47%) than primary surgeries 
(74/473, 16%). Cases with dislocation reported a higher QuickDASH score at 12 
months. A linear regression model, adjusted for age and sex, predicted higher 
QuickDASH scores at 12 months postoperatively for cases with dislocation. Cases 
defined as unchanged-worsened at the median follow-up time of three months 
predicted worse QuickDASH scores than cured-improved cases at three and 12 
months. Primary surgeries had better outcome (DROM grading) than revision 
surgeries, but QuickDASH scores did not differ. 

Conclusions: Presence of a clinically relevant ulnar nerve dislocation results in worse 
outcome, perhaps associated with transposition surgery. Nerve dislocation needs 
attention when treating UNE patients. 
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Paper V  

Preoperative electrophysiology in patients with ulnar nerve entrapment at the elbow 
- prediction of surgical outcome and influence of age, sex and diabetes 

Objectives: To evaluate influence of preoperative electrophysiological grading on 
outcome in ulnar nerve entrapment at the elbow (UNE) and to analyse how age, sex 
and in particular diabetes affect such grading.  

Method: Electrophysiological protocols for 406 UNE cases, surgically treated at two 
hand surgery units reporting to the Swedish National Quality Register for Hand 
Surgery (HAKIR; 2010-2016), were retrospectively assessed, and graded as normal, 
reduced conduction velocity, conduction block or axonal degeneration. Outcome after 
primary and revision surgery was evaluated using QuickDASH and a doctor-reported 
outcome measure (DROM). 

Result: No differences in QuickDASH or DROM were found between the four groups 
with different electrophysiological grading preoperatively, or at three and 12 months 
postoperatively. Dichotomizing electrophysiological grading into normal and 
pathologic electrophysiology, cases with normal electrophysiology had worse 
preoperative QuickDASH score than cases with pathologic electrophysiology, while 
postoperative QuickDASH scores did not differ. Presence of conduction block or 
axonal degeneration indicated a worse outcome, according to DROM grading. Primary 
surgeries had electrophysiologically more pronounced nerve pathology than revision 
surgeries. Older age, men, and presence of diabetes accorded with more severe 
electrophysiological nerve affection. In the linear regression analysis, increasing age and 
presence of diabetes were associated with a higher risk of a worse electrophysiological 
classification. Female sex was associated with a better electrophysiological grading. 

Conclusion: We conclude that older age, male sex, and diabetes are associated with 
more severe preoperative electrophysiological nerve affection. Preoperative 
electrophysiological grade of ulnar nerve affection may influence surgical outcome.   
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning 

De flesta människor har upplevt en s.k. änkestöt, vilket är en smärtsam elektrisk stöt-
liknande känsla som ögonblickligen sprider sig längs underarmen ner i handen och 
särskilt i lillfingret. Strukturen som påverkas i samband med ett sådant slag är 
ulnarisnerven.  

Ulnarisnerven är en av de tre stora nervgrenarna i människans arm. Nerven kan drabbas 
av olika sjukdomar, där den vanligaste är s.k. neuropati, dvs nervinklämning, som av 
anatomiska skäl oftast sker i armbågsnivå där ulnarisnerven löper i en fåra på insidan 
av armbågen, överbryggat av en ledbandsstruktur. Inklämning av ulnarisnerven i 
armbågsnivå är den näst vanligaste neuropatin i armen efter s.k. karpaltunnelsyndrom, 
som drabbar medianusnerven i handledsnivå. Ulnarisnervpåverkan och inklämning 
diagnosticeras genom värdering av den drabbade patientens beskrivning av sina besvär 
sammantaget med specifika undersökningsfynd, som verifierar diagnosen. Symptomen 
kan emellanåt vara svårtolkade och därmed kan tiden mellan symptomdebut och 
behandling bli lång. Vissa undersökningsmetoder kan stötta diagnosen, exv. s.k. 
neurografisk undersökning, som kan kartlägga och gradera nervfunktionen. 
Internationellt sett finns dock ingen tydlig samstämmighet om vilka diagnostiska 
metoder, behandlingskriterier och behandlingsmetoder som ger bäst slutresultat för den 
drabbade, vilket kan leda till ökade samhällskostnader pga. sjukfrånvaro, eftersom 
majoriteten av de drabbade är i arbetsför ålder.  

Denna avhandling fokuserar på att studera faktorer som kan påverka slutresultatet efter 
kirurgisk behandling vid både primär och sekundär ulnarisnervpåverkan i armbågsnivå 
med syfte att bidra till utvecklandet av ett vetenskapligt baserat flödesschema för att 
uppnå bästa möjliga behandlingsresultat hos drabbade patienter. 

I den första delen studerades fall som opererats på Handkirurgiska kliniken, Skånes 
Universitetssjukhus. 242 primära fall som hade opererats med nervfriläggning (s.k. 
enkel dekompression) analyserades och 43 primära fall som opererats med nervflyttning 
(s.k. transposition) jämfördes med 44 fall som opererades med nervflyttning pga. 
återfall.  Ett enkelt doktor-rapporterat utvärderingsinstrument (s.k. DROM) användes 
för att utvärdera behandlingsresultaten efter kirurgi. I den andra delen studerades 1354 
primära fall av ulnarisnervpåverkan från den Svenska Handkirurgiska Kvalitetsregistret 
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(HAKIR), efter att dessa sammanfogats med det Svenska Nationella Diabetesregistret 
(NDR), medan den tredje delen fokuserade på 548 primära och sekundära fall från två 
Handkirurgiska kliniker som ingår i HAKIR-registret. I dessa delar användes framför 
allt ett beprövat patient-rapporterat utvärderingsinstrument (s.k. PROM; 
patientenkäter) för att utvärdera behandlingsresultaten efter kirurgi, som kallas 
QuickDASH, med vilken högre poäng talar för mer uttalad nervpåverkan.  

I den första delen uppgav 78% som opererats med nervfriläggning att de upplevde sig 
botade eller förbättrade av behandlingen. Kön, närvaro av andra sjukdomar, rökning 
och olika undersökningsfynd som stöttar diagnosen ulnarisnervpåverkan, påverkade 
inte resultaten av operationen. Ingen skillnad hittades mellan fall där diagnosen 
ulnarisnervpåverkan ställts enbart med hjälp av undersökningsfynd eller om det 
bekräftats med nervfunktionsmätning. Sämre resultat av operation noterades bland de 
fall som hade en uppmätt mer uttalad nervpåverkan. Utav fallen som opererats med 
nervflyttning uppgav 84% av de primära fallen och 75% av de sekundära fallen att de 
upplevde sig botade eller förbättrade efter operation. Ingen skillnad hittades mellan de 
primära och sekundära fallen vad gäller resultaten av operation. Närvaro av andra 
sjukdomar och karpaltunnelsyndrom ökade risken att få återfall av 
ulnarisnervpåverkan. Bland de sekundära fallen återfanns hög andel som hade ökad 
rörlighet av ulnarisnerven ur sin fåra och över det beniga utskottet på armbågens insida 
(s.k. dislokationstendens) före operationen. Dessa fall uppvisade samtidigt normala 
fynd vid mätning av nervfunktionen, eller enbart en lindrig påverkan av 
nervfunktionen.  I den andra delen noterades ingen skillnad vad gäller resultat av 
operation mellan fall med eller utan samtidig diabetesdiagnos. Män med diabetes hade 
sämre utgång av operation med nervfriläggning, vilket inte noterades bland kvinnor 
med diabetes. Kvinnor upplevde sina symptom av ulnarisnervpåverkan vara mer 
uttalade än män, men hade större förbättring 12 månader efter operation jämfört 
utgångsläget före operation. Samtidigt noterades män ha bättre resultat av 
behandlingen än kvinnor. I den tredje delen återfanns ökad rörlighet av ulnarisnerven 
hos 16% av primära och 47% av sekundära fall med ulnarisnervpåverkan. Fallen med 
ökad rörlighet av ulnarisnerven före operation hade sämre resultat av operation, men 
inget statistiskt samband (s.k. korrelation) fanns mellan ökad nervrörlighet och 
QuickDASH poäng 12 månader efter operation. Ett positivt statistiskt samband fanns 
mellan DROM och QuickDASH poäng efter operativ behandling, vilket bedöms ge 
ett visst stöd till relationen mellan dessa två utvärderingsinstrument. Närvaro av 
samtidig diabetesdiagnos vid primär ulnarisnervpåverkan, manligt kön och stigande 
ålder noterades ha ett samband med sämre uppmätt nervfunktion. Ingen skillnad fanns 
mellan olika grader av mätbar påverkan av nervfunktionen och QuickDASH poäng 
efter operation. Primära fall av ulnarisnervpåverkan som opererades med 
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nervfriläggning hade bättre resultat av operativ behandling jämfört med primära fall 
som opererades med nervförflyttning.  

Sammantaget bedöms ålder och graden av mätbar påverkan av nervfunktionen inte 
tydligt påverka resultatet av kirurgisk behandling bland fall med primär 
ulnarisnervpåverkan som opererades med nervfriläggning, medan män visar bättre 
resultat efter operation än kvinnor. Samtidig diabetesdiagnos bland fall med primär 
ulnarisnervpåverkan är förknippat med mer uttalad påverkan av nervfunktionen, men 
det påverkar inte utgången av operationen. Ökad rörlighet av ulnarisnerven är vanlig 
vid ulnarisnervpåverkan, det påverkar behandlingsvalen och kan också påverkan 
resultaten av kirurgisk behandling negativt. Närvaro av andra sjukdomar och 
karpaltunnelsyndrom ökade risken att få operationskrävande återfall av 
ulnarisnervpåverkan. 
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Introduction 

Most people have experienced hitting their so-called “funny bone” on the medial side 
of the elbow, resulting in an immediate, painful, electrical shock-like sensation down 
the arm. This “funny bone” is in reality not a bone, but the structure affected by the 
contusion is the ulnar nerve. 

The ulnar nerve is one of the three major peripheral nerves in the upper extremity, 
together with the median and the radial nerves. Peripheral neuropathy is a condition 
which affects the function of these peripheral nerves, the most common cause being 
chronic compression (1). Compression neuropathy of the ulnar nerve is commonly 
referred to as ulnar nerve entrapment which, for anatomical reasons, occurs primarily 
at elbow level (i.e. UNE; ulnar nerve entrapment at the elbow). UNE is the second 
most common compression neuropathy in the upper extremity (2, 3) and diagnosis is 
often based on patient history, symptoms and clinical signs. Symptoms in UNE can at 
times be challenging to assess, due a varying degree of symptoms such as sensory- and 
motor loss, implying that the time between onset of symptoms and initiation of 
treatment may be long. At the time this project was initiated in 2011, there was no 
clear consensus, either nationally in Sweden or internationally, concerning diagnostic 
methods, indications for surgery and on which surgical procedure led to the best clinical 
outcome (4). Current literature does not fully support a reliable algorithm that can be 
utilized in a wide patient population, and hence choices regarding diagnostics and 
treatment remain largely surgeon and healthcare center dependent. This may result in 
high costs for society, due to incapacity to work and paid sick-leave, since a majority of 
the affected patients are of working age. 

The overall aim of the present thesis is to advance in essential knowledge concerning 
UNE, with primary focus on studying factors that may influence and predict surgical 
outcome in primary and recurrent UNE. The hope is, through this knowledge, to 
contribute to creating an evidence-based, standardized process in diagnostics, treatment 
indications and surgical treatment options for attaining the best possible clinical 
outcome for UNE patients. A unified global strategy may reduce the time between 
onset of UNE symptoms and treatment and thus contribute to easing affliction for 
patients on an individual level as well as reducing costs for society from a socioeconomic 
perspective.  
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Background 

Anatomy 

The nervous system  

The human nervous system is a complex biological signalling system that coordinates 
corporal functions through electrochemical impulses. It comprises two parts: the central 
nervous system (CNS), which consists of the brain and spinal cord, and the peripheral 
nervous system (PNS), which consists of the different nerves and ganglia emanating 
from the CNS (5). The CNS is responsible for processing and storing information, as 
well as initiating responses to stimuli. The PNS is made up of the cranial nerves III-XII 
and 31 pairs of spinal nerves, which connect the CNS with the head, limbs and organs 
(6).  

The PNS is in turn divided into the somatic nervous system (SNS) and the autonomic 
nervous system (ANS), which are composed of both sensory nerves that transmit signals 
from sensory organs to the CNS and motor nerves from the CNS to effector organs, 
such as glands and muscles. The SNS is under voluntary control through skeletal 
muscles, while the ANS is outside voluntary control and regulates visceral functions, 
such as breathing, blood pressure, heart rate, digestion and reproduction (5). The ANS 
is comprised of the sympathetic and parasympathetic divisions, activated in situations 
of distress (fight-or-flight) and idleness (rest-and-digest), respectively, as well as the 
enteric division that is the intrinsic nervous system of the gastrointestinal tract (7, 8). 

The peripheral nerve  

A nerve cell (i.e. neuron) in the PNS typically consists of a cell body (i.e. soma) from 
which processes called dendrites and a single axon extend. The cell body of a motor 
neuron is located in the spinal cord, while the cell bodies of sensory neurons are located 
in the dorsal root ganglia adjacent to the spinal cord. Dendrites commonly conduct 
electrical signals to the cell body. Axons are commonly known as nerve fibres and end 
in presynaptic terminals where the electrical signals that spread from the cell body along 
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the axon are converted into chemical signals that act on the effector organ. Nerve fibres 
in the PNS are normally wrapped in a myelin sheath by Schwann cells surrounding 
them, a lipid-rich substance that acts as insulation and increases the speed at which 
electrical signals are spread along the axon. The speed with which an electrical impulse 
is conducted along a large-diameter myelinated axon (e.g. motor neurons innervating 
skeletal muscles or most sensory neurons) is 15-120 m/s, compared to 2 m/s or less in 
unmyelinated small-diameter axons (5).  

Each myelinated nerve fibre is covered by a protective basal membrane. The connective 
tissue components surrounding both myelinated and unmyelinated nerve fibres are 
called endoneurium, which in some respect also has a protective function. Several nerve 
fibres are then bundled together to form a fascicle, which is covered by another 
connective tissue layer called the perineurium, made up of flattened cells with tight 
junctions, which in turn also have important protection tasks. The nerve itself 
comprises several fascicles embedded in a third protective layer called the epineurium, 
which consists of looser connective tissue. The amount of the three tissue components 
varies both among different nerves and along a specific nerve. For example, more tissue 
components are present in superficial nerves than in more deeply located nerves as well 
as at points where nerves cross joints, reflecting the need for protection. Within the 
nerve, blood vessels travel along the fascicles, as the nerve fibres need a high energy 
supply (9) (Figure 1). 

Figure 1. Anatomy of the peripheral nerve. Artist Roland van Veen, with permission.  
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The ulnar nerve  

The brachial plexus is a network of spinal nerves (part of the PNS) that originate from 
the lower four cervical nerves (C5-C8) and the first thoracic nerve (Th1) (Figure 2). 
Upon exiting from the spinal cord, they form the three major peripheral nerves of the 
upper extremity; the median nerve, the radial nerve and the ulnar nerve. The ulnar 
nerve has its origin in the C8 and Th1 spinal nerves (10).  

 
Figure 2. Anatomy of the brachial plexus. Artist Roland van Veen, with permission. 

In the upper arm, the ulnar nerve runs posteromedially, along the humerus and 
adjacent to the brachial artery. Proximal to the medial epicondyle, it pierces the medial 
intermuscular septum of the triceps muscle at an aponeurotic band called the arcade of 
Struthers. At elbow level, it passes behind the medial epicondyle in the cubital tunnel, 
defined by the so-called ligament of Osbourne as its roof and with the joint capsule and 
medial collateral ligament of the elbow acting as its floor (Figure 3). The ulnar nerve 
then enters the two heads of the flexor carpi ulnaris muscle in the anterior compartment 
of the forearm. At wrist level the ulnar nerve courses through the Guyon canal, where 
it enters the hand radially of the pisiform bone (Figure 4). The ulnar nerve provides 
sensory innervation of the little finger and the ulnar half of the ring finger and hand as 
well as motor innervation of the following muscles: flexor carpi ulnaris, flexor 
digitorium profundus of the little and ring fingers, adductor pollicis, deep head of flexor 
pollicis, palmaris brevis, hypothenar muscles (m. abductor digiti minimi, m. flexor 
digiti minimi, m. opponens digiti minimi) and the majority of the interossei muscles 
(11) (Figures 5 and 6).  
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Figures 3 and 4. The course of the ulnar nerve along the arm. Artist Roland van Veen, with permission. 

Figures 5 and 6. The sensory innervation of the hand by the ulnar nerve. Artist Roland van Veen, with permission. 
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Pathology 

Peripheral neuropathy 

Peripheral neuropathy is a condition affecting the function of peripheral nerves and is 
usually classified as hereditary or acquired. Hereditary neuropathies of the PNS (e.g. 
Charcot-Marie-Tooth disease) are infrequent (12). Acquired neuropathies are more 
common and may be due to metabolic changes (e.g. diabetes, thyroid disease, renal 
failure), nutritional factors (e.g. vitamin deficiency, celiac disease, alcoholism), 
autoimmune inflammation (e.g. Guillain-Barré syndrome, systemic lupus 
erythematosus (SLE), vasculitis), ischemia, exposure to toxins and traumatic events 
(13). Peripheral neuropathies can involve motor or sensory neurons independently or 
together, resulting in widespread clinical manifestations, such as altered sensation, pain, 
muscle weakness and muscle atrophies, depending on the affected nerves. The 
neuropathies may present themselves acutely or chronically, as well as in the form of 
mononeuropathy, localized to one nerve, or polyneuropathy, affecting several nerves 
diffusely and symmetrically (14).   

Ulnar nerve neuropathy 

The most common cause of peripheral mononeuropathies is chronic compression, 
commonly occurring in fibro-osseous tunnels as nerves cross joints, which can take 
place at several sites along the course of the nerves (1). Compression neuropathy of the 
ulnar nerve is commonly referred to as ulnar nerve entrapment, which primarily occurs 
at elbow level (i.e. UNE; ulnar nerve entrapment at the elbow) and secondarily at wrist 
level in the Guyon canal. Around the elbow there are five potential sites where the ulnar 
nerve may become entrapped: 1) the arcade of Struthers; 2) the medial intermuscular 
septum; 3) the medial epicondyle; 4) the cubital tunnel; and 5) the superficial and deep 
fascias of the flexor-pronator muscle mass. Among these the cubital tunnel (below the 
ligament of Osbourne) is the most common site (15). As the elbow is moved from full 
extension to full flexion, the ulnar nerve elongates between 4.7-8.0 mm (16, 17) and is 
subjected to traction, compression and frictional forces, e.g. a cubital tunnel volume 
decrease of 50%, an increase in extraneural pressure of 50% and an increase in 
intraneural pressure of 4-17 mm Hg (16, 18, 19). Since the semi-rigid ligament of 
Osbourne acts as a type of roof over the cubital tunnel, these dynamic changes may 
facilitate occurrence of UNE.   
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Ulnar nerve entrapment at the elbow 

Risk factors 

UNE is the second most common compression neuropathy of the upper extremity, 
after carpal tunnel syndrome (CTS) (2, 3) with incidence rates ranging between 21 and 
30 per 100 000 inhabitants and year (20, 21). UNE is mainly considered to be 
idiopathic, although risk factors, such as older age, male sex, smoking, lower 
socioeconomic status, vibration exposure, heavy manual, stationary and repetitive 
work, multiple occasions of minor pressure on the cubital tunnel and concomitant 
CTS, have all been shown to predispose to the condition (2, 21-26). Diabetes is a 
known risk factor for compression neuropathies in general and also increases the risk of 
primary UNE (3, 22, 27, 28).  High body mass index (BMI), on the other hand, has 
not consistently been found to increase the risk of, or association with, UNE (2, 3, 22, 
29). Acute trauma to the elbow, old trauma with soft tissue scarring or arthropathic 
diseases can also affect the ulnar nerve causing UNE symptoms.  

Diagnostics 

Clinical examination  

UNE diagnosis is often based on patient history, symptoms and clinical signs. 
Symptoms include sensory and motor loss to a varying extent, depending on the degree 
of nerve affection, as well as possible mild to severe pain. Early stages of UNE may 
present with solely sensory symptoms of numbness and paraesthesia in the ulnar fingers 
and ulnar part of the hand and are commonly accentuated at night-time or be brought 
on by different positional activities, such as flexion of the elbow. These sensory 
symptoms can be revealed by physical examination (e.g. with light touch, two-point 
discrimination (2PD) and Semmes-Weinstein monofilament testing) in the form of 
impaired sensation in the little finger, the ulnar part of the ring finger and the ulnar 
part of the hand, including the dorsal part of the hand. A more pronounced affection 
of the ulnar nerve includes loss of motor symptoms in the form of muscle weakness of 
ulnar-innervated muscles, which can be detected through testing muscle strength. The 
Wartenberg sign is observed when the little finger cannot actively be adducted, due to 
weakness of the third palmar interosseous muscle, and is therefore deviated from the 
hand. The Froment sign is found as a compensatory flexion in the interphalangeal joint 
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of the thumb during key-pinch, due to weakness of the adductor pollicis muscle. In 
severe cases of UNE muscle atrophies can be observed and in the final stage a claw hand 
deformity occurs, i.e. Duchenne sign (15, 30) (Figure 7). Pain around the elbow can 
also occur in the various stages of UNE. 

 

Figure 7. Claw hand deformity in the final stage of severe ulnar nerve entrapment at the elbow.  
Artist Roland van Veen, with permission. 

Common provocative clinical tests that support UNE diagnosis are the Tinel´s test (i.e. 
nerve percussion test over the ulnar nerve in the cubital tunnel) with a sensitivity of 62-
70%, the elbow flexion-pressure test with a sensitivity of 61-98% and the glenohumeral 
internal rotation elbow flexion test with a sensitivity of 87% (31-33).  

A specific problem that may affect the ulnar nerve, due to its anatomy, is hypermobility 
of the nerve during elbow flexion and extension, which may cause the nerve to dislocate 
partially (i.e. subluxation) or completely over the medial epicondyle. Ulnar nerve 
dislocation is reported to occur in 24 - 46 % of asymptomatic individuals (i.e. healthy 
controls) (34-37) assessed by high-resolution ultrasonography or clinical evaluation. 
Other studies have found similar frequency of ulnar nerve instabilities in UNE patients 
(20 - 46 %) (38, 39). It has also been noted that hypermobile ulnar nerves have a larger 
diameter than nerves that do not dislocate (37).   
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Classification 

Severity of UNE has been classified by McGowan and modified by Dellon as: 1) purely 
subjective symptoms, but no objective clinical findings, 2A) sensory loss (as tested with 
2PD), motor weakness, but good strength in intrinsic muscles, 2B) sensory loss (as 
tested with 2PD), motor weakness and notable atrophy of intrinsic muscles and 3) 
severe sensorimotor deficit, marked muscle atrophies and claw hand deformity (40), 
and is still commonly used in clinical praxis. However, this classification of severity has 
limitations and does not reflect neurobiological alterations in the peripheral nerve 
during compression. Studies on intraneural topography of the ulnar nerve at the elbow 
have shown that the sensory fibres together with the motor fibres to the intrinsic 
muscles are located more superficially within the nerve, while motor nerve fibres to the 
remaining ulnar innervated muscles are located more deeply, which is believed to 
explain the different clinical stages of UNE (9). 

Diagnostic testing 

Diagnostic testing is commonly performed to further confirm a suspected UNE diagnosis 
as determined from history and physical examination. They can aid in diagnosing the 
structure and functionality of nerve fibres as well as the progression of ulnar neuropathy 
by showing a progression from dynamic ischemia to demyelination and finally axonal loss 
in the ulnar nerve. The most common diagnostic test is electrophysiological examination, 
followed by ultrasonography (US) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). All have been 
shown to be effective in UNE diagnostics in different ways, although some studies 
question whether one test is superior to the others (41). 

Electrophysiology 

Electrophysiological examinations are commonly used in UNE diagnostics and 
research. The method consists mainly of two techniques; nerve conduction 
studies (NCS) and electromyography (EMG). NCS in turn comprises of motor 
and sensory nerve conduction studies, where the distally propagated compound 
muscle action potential (CMAP) and orthodromic sensory nerve action potential 
(SNAP) are, respectively, assessed and action potential amplitudes, conduction 
velocity and motor onset and sensory latency are measured. As part of NCS, F-
waves may also be recorded. F-waves are a type of late motor response, which can be 
used to estimate conduction velocity along long lengths of a nerve between the limb 
and spine. It can be a sensitive indicator of peripheral nerve pathology in cases where 
motor and sensory NCS are insufficient. Needle-EMG measures and evaluates the 
electrical activity of a muscle and the motor nerve cell controlling it (42).  
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In UNE diagnostics, the ulnar nerve is commonly stimulated at the wrist level, 
then below and above the elbow and a response is recorded from the abductor 
digiti minimi muscle. F-waves and orthodromic sensory response of the ulnar 
nerve to stimulation are recorded from the little finger. In many departments of 
Clinical Neurophysiology, the ulnar nerves are also examined with a short 
segment (8 mm - 3 cm) stimulation across the cubital tunnel, so-called inching 
technique (Figures 8 and 9). Several studies have analysed long- and short-
segment stimulation as well as recordings from other muscles, but no consensus 
has been reached on optimal electrodiagnostic procedures for best diagnostic 
value in UNE (43-45). 

 
Figure 8. The set-up for electrophysiological testing. Photographer Malin Zimmerman, with permission. 

 
Figure 9. Performance of electrophysiological testing. Photographer Malin Zimmerman, with permission. 
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Common electrodiagnostic criteria for ulnar neuropathy are a decrease in conduction 
velocity to <50 m/s, a relative drop in conduction velocity of ≥10 m/s across a measured 
interval around the elbow or a <20% reduction in action potential amplitude (46, 47). 
False-negative cases (i.e. clinical UNE with normal electrophysiological data) can result 
from variable compression of different ulnar nerve fascicles and close to normal 
conduction velocities in unaffected large nerve fibres during testing. Diagnostic error is 
also attributable to variable elbow position, skin temperature, and amount of soft-tissue 
padding around the elbow (46, 47). NCS are the first tests to show abnormality in 
UNE, with a drop in conduction velocity due to decreased ulnar nerve perfusion and a 
subsequent successive focal demyelination of the nerve, while needle-EMG is needed 
to detect more severe stages of UNE with axonal degeneration (42). Padua et al 
developed a classification for UNE based on electrophysiological findings that reflect 
the electrophysiological progression of the neuropathy: 1) Negative UNE; normal 
findings on all tests; 2) Mild UNE; slowing of ulnar motor nerve conduction velocity 
(MNCV) across elbow and normal ulnar SNAP; 3) Moderate UAE; slowing of ulnar 
MNCV across elbow and reduced amplitude of ulnar SNAP; 4) Severe UNE; slowing 
of MNCV across elbow and absence of ulnar SNAP and 5) Extreme UNE; absence of 
hypothenar motor and sensory response. (48) This classification, with varying degrees 
of modification, is used in several departments of Clinical Neurophysiology with 
respect to local reference values. 

Electrophysiological examinations in UNE have a sensitivity of 73-96% (43, 44, 49) 
and are useful in supporting UNE diagnosis, localizing the site of nerve compression 
and estimating the severity of entrapment. Some studies have found 
electrophysiological assessments to be possible predictors of surgical outcome in UNE 
(50) but, on the other hand, an earlier review found no differences in surgical outcome
based on electrophysiology protocols (4).

Ultrasonography 
Ultrasound (US) uses sound waves for imaging, by means of which it has been shown 
that ulnar nerves in UNE patients are larger in diameter compared to healthy controls 
(51). The use of US in UNE diagnostics is not as common as electrophysiology, 
although there is a correlation between ultrasonographic and electrodiagnostic findings, 
and a sensitivity of 70-90% for US in diagnosing UNE (51-55). In a recent study, UNE 
patients with normal electrodiagnostic findings had an enlarged cross-sectional area of 
the ulnar nerve at the elbow, as demonstrated by US, indicating presence of UNE (56). 
Another study has even found that precubital US measurements are a good predictor 
of treatment outcome (55). However, unlike electrodiagnostic examination, US studies 
cannot provide functional information for evaluating nerve conduction. Even though 
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the role of US is not clearly established in UNE diagnostics, it is believed to be 
advantageous in comparison with electrophysiology because it is more comfortable for 
the patient and requires shorter time to perform (52).    

Magnetic resonance imaging 
Using MRI in diagnostics, allows soft tissue details to be evaluated. The most frequent 
MRI findings in UNE are a combination of high signal intensity and nerve 
enlargement, found in 63% of UNE cases, but the method has not been shown to be 
capable of differentiating between grades of UNE (57). Using MRI neurography, the 
ulnar nerve in UNE patients has been found to be 50% larger in diameter in 
comparison to healthy controls. The method has also been shown to be capable of 
discriminating between mild and severe UNE, with a diagnostic sensitivity of 83-90% 
(57, 58), suggesting that there is clinical value in using MRI neurography as a sole 
diagnostic method.  

Treatment and outcome 

Conservative treatment  

UNE can be treated either conservatively or surgically. A recent Cochrane review study 
shows that there is still no standardized, evidence-based process through diagnostics 
and treatment for patients with suspect UNE. Hence, treatment decisions are strongly 
doctor- and health-centre-dependent rather than evidence-based (4). The same 
Cochrane review study also concluded that we still do not know when conservative 
treatment is superior to surgical treatment and vice versa (4). 

Conservative treatment is commonly recommended initially in mild cases of UNE and 
includes patient education (i.e. avoiding direct pressure over the medial aspect of the 
elbow, activity modification and repetitive triceps strengthening exercises) and the use 
of a nocturnal orthosis with the elbow semiflexed at an angle of approximately 30 
degrees (Figure 10). Studies on conservative treatment of UNE show that 59- 90% of 
patients with mild to moderate UNE are improved by conservative treatment alone 
(21, 59-61). Corticosteroid injections, as part of conservative treatment for UNE, have 
also been evaluated but are not superior to placebo (62). Dellon et al found that patients 
with mild UNE had a 21% probability of requiring later surgery and patients with 
moderate and severe UNE a 33% and 66% probability, respectively, concluding that 
conservative treatment should be reserved for patients with mild UNE (59). 
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Figure 10. Orthosis with semiflexed elbow, as used in conservative treatment of UNE. Author’s own photograph.  

Surgical treatment 

Surgical treatment is generally recommended when conservative treatment has failed, 
in more severe cases of UNE, in cases with ulnar nerve dislocation and in recurrent 
UNE. Surgical treatment includes open or endoscopic simple decompression (SD), 
subcutaneous transposition (SCT), intramuscular transposition (IMT), sub-muscular 
transposition (SMT) or medial epicondylectomy (ME). 

Simple decompression may be performed by releasing fascial structures superficial to 
the ulnar nerve (i.e. the ligament of Osbourne, the arcade of Struthers, the superficial 
and deep fascia of the flexor carpi ulnaris muscle and the fascia between the medial 
triceps and medial intermuscular septum) over a distance of 10-12 cm. The ulnar nerve 
is retained on its bed to minimize complications in the form of devascularization and 
nerve dislocation (15, 63) (Figure 11). In transposition surgery, the ulnar nerve is 
decompressed as in SD, but over a longer section, circumferentially dissected from its 
bed and then placed anteriorly of the medial epicondyle. In SCT, the nerve is embedded 
in subcutaneous tissue after transposition, in IMT the nerve is placed in a tract created 
through the flexor-pronator muscle mass and in SMT it is placed beneath the flexor-
pronator muscle. Both compression and tension on the ulnar nerve are reduced by 
transposition. Decision on which type of transposition to perform is mainly dependent 
on the severity of UNE and patient factors, such as amount of subcutaneous tissue (15). 
In ME, the ulnar nerve is initially decompressed as in SD, after which an osteotomy is 
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used to remove the medial aspect of the medial epicondyle and the flexor-pronator 
origin is then reattached to the periosteum. The insertion of the medial collateral 
ligament is preserved (15, 64). 

Figure 11. Simple decompression of the ulnar nerve at the elbow. Yellow arrow indicates the decompressed ulnar nerve 
and black arrow the medial epicondyle. Author’s own photograph with permission from the patient. 

Numerous studies have shown that outcome after open SD in primary UNE is similar 
to both endoscopic SD (65) and transposition surgery in the form of SCT and SMT 
(4, 66). In multiple prospective RCT studies, outcome classified as excellent or good, 
have been found in 61-84% of cases after open SD and in 62-83% after SCT or SMT 
(67). Studies on endoscopic SD have shown excellent or good outcome in 87-94% of 
cases, although such studies are few in number and have generally been smaller (68). A 
major complication risk of ME is postoperative elbow instability and as many as 45% 
of patients have also been found to have persistent postoperative elbow pain (69). A 
review study on ME concluded that the quality of existing studies is insufficient to 
allow firm conclusions to be drawn regarding the efficacy of the surgical technique 
compared to SD and transposition surgeries (70). However, a recent study found better 
outcome after SD compared to ME (71). Although several studies have focused on 
surgical outcome in UNE, possible factors that might influence and predict outcome 
have not been sufficiently highlighted. 

Simple decompression is a surgically less invasive technique, is easier to perform, has a 
lower risk of postoperative complications (67, 72, 73, 74) and has also proved to be 
more cost effective (75). It has, therefore, commonly been considered the gold standard 
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treatment in primary UNE. Nevertheless, transposition surgery is frequently chosen as 
the surgical method if partial or total ulnar nerve dislocation is present preoperatively, 
if ulnar nerve dislocation arises intraoperatively when performing primary SD, or in 
UNE cases with recurrent symptoms in need of revision surgery. It is not generally 
known whether ulnar nerve dislocation in itself influences surgical outcome and its role 
as a predictor of outcome remains to be clarified (34, 35, 37-39).   

UNE relapse 

UNE relapse, in terms of persistent or recurrent symptoms, occurs in 3-19% of cases 
(76-78). Persistent symptoms may be due to intraneural pathology in the ulnar nerve 
or to incomplete release of the structures compressing the nerve, while recurrence may 
be related to perineural scarring and adhesions of the nerve to the medial epicondyle 
after primary surgery (79, 80). As there are few studies on UNE relapse focusing on 
possible predictors of relapse and outcome of revision surgery, there is a need to 
investigate this further. The few studies that have been carried out have found clinically 
mild UNE, age < 50 years, female sex, concomitant CTS and previous elbow fracture 
or dislocation to be predictors of UNE recurrence (76-78). Diabetes has not 
consistently been shown to increase the risk of UNE relapse in need of surgical revision, 
hence its role in possible UNE relapse remains to be clarified (81). Primary UNE cases 
surgically treated with SCT have been found to have a lower recurrence rate than cases 
treated with SD, SMT or ME, respectively (82). Recurrent UNE is mainly treated with 
ulnar nerve transposition. Generally, 73-82% of the patients report satisfactory results, 
the main improvement being reduction in pain, whereas return of sensibility and motor 
function are more unpredictable and variable (79, 80).  

Outcome measures 

A vast number of different outcome measures are used to follow up and evaluate 
surgical treatment in UNE (83, 84). Most modern studies use various patient-reported 
outcome measures (PROMs), which assess hand function, health status and patient 
satisfaction, for postoperative follow-up and evaluation [e.g. DASH (Disability of Arm, 
Shoulder and Hand questionnaire), QuickDASH (the shortened version of the 
DASH), PRUNE (patient-rated ulnar nerve evaluation), Bishop score, MHQ 
(Michigan Hand Outcomes Questionnaire), EQD5 (EuroQol 5 dimensional 
instrument), SF-36 (36-item short-form health survey), SF-12 (12-item short-form 
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health survey), CTQ (carpal tunnel questionnaire), VAS (visual analogue scale), 
Levine´s FSS and SSS (Levine´s functional status score and symptom severity scale), 
LSUMC (Louisiana State University Medical Center classification system) etc]. Several 
have reported moderate to high responsiveness, independently for each PROM (85-
87). However, some of these measures and scales are not diagnose-specific for UNE 
and others have not been tested in terms of validation or reproducibility in UNE 
patients. This lack of a specific outcome measure leads to some difficulties in clinical 
research on UNE (83). It is also known that response rates to surveys in general tend 
to be moderate, and even lower if extensive or multiple questionnaires are used (88, 
89). Some smaller studies imply that a simple doctor-reported outcome measure 
(DROM) by the treating surgeon, based on postoperative patient-reported symptoms 
and satisfaction at the last follow-up consultation might correlate to improvement in 
the PROM QuickDASH at one year postoperatively (90-92). Since these studies are 
smaller in their design, there is a knowledge gap concerning the role of DROMs in 
UNE. 
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Aims of thesis  

The overall aim of the present thesis is to advance in essential knowledge concerning 
UNE, and in this way to contribute to creating an evidence-based, standardized process 
in diagnostics, treatment indications and surgical treatment options for attaining the 
best possible clinical outcome for UNE patients. A unified global strategy may reduce 
the time between onset of UNE symptoms and treatment and thus contribute to easing 
affliction for patients on an individual level as well as to reducing costs for society from 
a socioeconomic perspective.  

This subject is complex and multifaceted and hence the following specific aims were 
formulated: 

- To evaluate outcome after primary simple decompression surgery and assess factors 
that may predict functional outcome (Paper I). 

- To study outcome after primary and revision transposition surgeries and assess 
potential predictors of revision surgery (Paper II). 

- To investigate diabetes as influencing factor on surgical outcome and evaluate 
potential sex differences (Paper III). 

- To evaluate ulnar nerve dislocation as influencing factor on surgical outcome and to 
analyze relations between outcome measures instruments (i.e. patient-related and 
doctor-related outcome measures; PROMs and DROM, respectively) (Paper IV). 

- To analyse the influence of preoperative electrophysiological grading on surgical 
outcome and assess the influence of patient factors and comorbidities on 
electrophysiological grading (Paper V). 
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Methods 

Study design and data collection 

The Skåne University Hospital population 

Skåne University Hospital is the third largest hospital in Sweden. Patients with more 
severe hand injuries and conditions, according to a specific agreement with the Swedish 
Orthopaedic Society, are referred to the Department of Hand Surgery from the entire 
southern region of Sweden, with a total population of 1.8 million. The department, 
however, primarily treats patients with any kind of hand injury and condition, from 
the Malmö-Lund area, which has an ethnically mixed population. 

In Papers I and II, all cases of UNE that were surgically treated between 2004 and 2008 
at the Department of Hand Surgery, Skåne University Hospital, were studied 
retrospectively. A total of 343 surgically treated UNE cases (i.e. 281 patients) were 
found for which medical records were thoroughly reviewed. During the study period, 
postoperative outcome based on PROMs (i.e. validated, standardized questionnaires 
evaluating outcome e.g. the QuickDASH questionnaire) was not used on a 
standardized and regular basis and could therefore not be reproduced. Instead, 
postoperative outcome was based on a simple DROM grading (i.e. a patient-reported 
and surgeon-evaluated outcome registered in the patient files at the last out-patient visit 
and graded as cured, improved, unchanged or worsened). Six cases were excluded from 
the original 343 cases due to no outcome being registered in the patient files. 
Preoperative electrophysiological protocols were retrospectively revised, assessed and 
graded by a specialist in neurophysiology (see below under Electrophysiology).  

In Paper I, the 242 primary cases that were surgically treated with simple 
decompression were included and analysed. In Paper II, all cases that were treated with 
subcutaneous and submuscular transposition surgery were studied (i.e. 43 primary 
transposition surgeries and 44 revision transposition surgeries).  
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The population from the National Quality Register for Hand Surgery 
(HAKIR) 

HAKIR is the National Quality Register for Hand Surgery in Sweden (www.hakir.se) 
(93). The register was started on February 1st 2010 and collects data on all hand surgical 
procedures performed from all seven public departments of hand surgery in Sweden, as 
well as two private hand surgery units. Patients above 16 years of age, with a Swedish 
social security number, are asked to complete the Swedish version of the validated 
PROM questionnaire QuickDASH (94) and a HAKIR specific outcome questionnaire 
HQ-8 (95), preoperatively as well as at three and 12 months postoperatively. The 
overall response rate in the HAKIR register in 2016 was 43% at three months and 43% 
at 12 months postoperatively (96). The study population in Papers III, IV and V 
comprised surgically treated UNE cases registered in HAKIR between 2010 and 2016. 

In Paper III, 1354 primary UNE cases (i.e. 1316 patients) were included out of the 
1395 UNE surgeries registered in HAKIR with correct UNE coding. The 1354 cases 
were linked to the Swedish National Diabetes Register (NDR) and then analysed. The 
NDR register (www.ndr.nu) (97) was started in 1996 and collects data on diabetes 
diagnosis, treatment, complications and associated risk factors among approximately 
90% of patients in Sweden with diabetes above 18 years of age. All primary clinics as 
well as secondary and tertiary referral clinics treating patients with diabetes report to 
the NDR register (98). Paper IV focused solely on the UNE cases surgically treated in 
two of the hand surgery departments reporting to the HAKIR register, Malmö and 
Linköping, Sweden. Additionally, all 548 UNE cases in HAKIR with correct UNE 
coding were retrospectively studied and data not specified in HAKIR were extracted 
from the patients’ medical records (i.e. surgery being primary or revision, clinically 
verified pre- or intraoperative ulnar nerve dislocation and DROM grading) and then 
analysed. Paper V focused on the same study population as Paper IV. The 548 UNE 
cases were linked to the Swedish National Diabetes Register (NDR) and all 
preoperative electrophysiological protocols were additionally retrospectively revised, 
assessed and graded by a specialist in neurophysiology, as in Papers I and II (see below 
under Electrophysiology). These data were then analysed. 

Electrophysiology 

Preoperative electrophysiological examinations are, from an international perspective 
in some regions, mandatory as part of the clinical assessment and diagnostics of UNE. 
In our region, it is not standard practice for all patients to undergo electrophysiological 
testing. Electrophysiology might instead be used according to the treating surgeon’s 
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preference, to support UNE diagnosis or in cases of differential diagnostic reasoning. 
In a previous Swedish study, 91% of the included UNE patients were evaluated 
preoperatively using electrophysiology (90), indicating that in a number of cases, UNE 
diagnosis is based solely on patient symptoms and clinical signs. 

At the Departments of Clinical Neurophysiology in Lund and Linköping, the ulnar 
nerves were stimulated at wrist level, then below and above the elbow, after which a 
response was recorded from the abductor digiti minimi muscle. Orthodromic sensory 
response of the ulnar nerve to stimulation and F-waves were recorded from the little 
finger. At the Department of Clinical Neurophysiology in Lund, the ulnar nerves were 
also examined using an inching technique with 2 cm segments across the cubital tunnel. 
In the included studies, preoperative electrophysiological protocols were retrospectively 
revised, assessed and graded by one of the authors (GS.A), a specialist in 
neurophysiology and blinded to both treatment and outcome. Grading was done based 
on reference values at the Departments of Clinical Neurophysiology in Lund and 
Linköping, Sweden, according to: (1) normal findings, (2) reduced conduction velocity 
across the elbow segment, (3) nerve conduction block (i.e. reduced amplitude when 
stimulating above, compared to stimulating below the elbow) or (4) axonal 
degeneration (i.e. reduced motor and/or sensory response amplitudes). If a nerve 
showed both reduced conduction velocity and axonal degeneration, it was graded 
according to its most pathological parameter. 

Outcome measures  

Patient-reported outcome measures - PROMs 

Most recent studies use various PROMs to evaluate treatment outcome in UNE. These 
PROMs are validated, standardized questionnaires that evaluate treatment outcome 
and assess pre- and postoperative hand function, health status and patient satisfaction. 
The PROMs QuickDASH, DASH and HQ-8 were used in Papers III, IV and V. The 
diagnose-specific PROM for UNE (i.e. Patient-rated Ulnar Nerve Evaluation 
[PRUNE]) was not available in Swedish at the time the studies were carried out (87).  

DASH 

The Disability of Arm, Shoulder and Hand (DASH) outcome measure is a validated 
patient-reported questionnaire designed to assess upper extremity disability and used as 
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an indicator of the impact of an impairment, based on both the level and type of 
disability (92, 99, 100).  It comprises in total 30 questions, of which 21 items assess 
the difficulty in performing various physical activities; five items focus on the severity 
of symptoms (including weakness, tingling, stiffness, pain and activity-related pain) and 
four items inquire about the impact on activities of daily life (work, social functioning, 
sleep and self-image). Each question has five response options scored 1-5 on a Likert 
scale, with 1 representing no difficulty/ability and 5 representing extreme 
difficulty/disability. From these scores, a scale score ranging from 0-100 is calculated, 
with a higher score indicating more disability. Responsiveness to the DASH 
questionnaire is comparable to other joint and disease-specific measures (101). The 
DASH score is used in Paper IV and correlated with the QuickDASH score where, in 
a limited number of cases (n=15), the patients had completed both the full version of 
the DASH questionnaire (originally as part of another study) (102) and the 
QuickDASH questionnaire. 

QuickDASH 

The QuickDASH outcome measure is the validated, shortened version of the DASH. 
From the original 30 questions, 11 items were extracted for inclusion in the 
QuickDASH. As with the DASH, from the five response options scored 1-5, a total 
scale score of 0-100 is calculated, ranging from no to most severe disability. A reduction 
in the total score of 7-8 points between pre- and postoperative scores is considered to 
reflect the minimal clinically important difference (86). A postoperative total score of 
more than 10 is interpreted as the presence of persistent symptoms (103-106). The 
QuickDASH is commonly used as, being shorter, it is less time consuming, resulting 
in a slightly higher response rate than the original DASH outcome measure (100, 
107). The QuickDASH score is used in Papers III, IV and V, as one of the 
validated PROMs used in the HAKIR register. 

HQ-8 

HQ-8 is a HAKIR specific outcome measure, which includes seven questions on 
perceived symptoms in the affected hand (i.e. pain on load, pain on motion without 
load, pain at rest, numbness, weakness, stiffness and cold sensitivity), and one question 
on the ability to perform activities of daily life. The HQ-8 questions are also reported 
on a Likert scale ranging from 0-100 with a higher score indicating more disability. 
The HAKIR group recommends that all HQ-8 questions are studied independently 
(95). The HQ-8 score is used in Paper III as it is used in the HAKIR register and 
is believed to complement the QuickDASH score. 
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Doctor-reported outcome measure - DROM 

Pre- and postoperative evaluation using the QuickDASH questionnaire was first 
implemented in regular clinical praxis at the Department of Hand Surgery, Skåne 
University Hospital in 2009. During the study period of Papers I and II, between 2004 
and 2008, no other PROM was used on a standardized basis. Since real-time data on 
treatment outcome cannot be reproduced, postoperative outcome was instead based on 
a created DROM grading. This simple doctor-reported outcome measure was assessed 
by the author of this thesis, a specialist in orthopaedic surgery, but not a treating 
surgeon in any of the cases. The DROM grading was based on the patient-reported 
and surgeon-evaluated outcome registered in the patient files at the last out-patient visit 
and was defined as: (1) cured, (2) improved, (3) unchanged and (4) worsened. In the 
analyses in the different papers, the DROM grading was dichotomized for statistical 
reasons into: (1) cured/improved and (2) unchanged/worsened.  In Papers IV and V, 
DROM grading was assessed for comparison with the PROMs used as primary 
outcome measures, in accordance with a previous publication (90). 

Data management and statistical analyses 

Statistical analyses 

SPSS Statistics, versions 25 and 26 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL) was used for statistical 
analyses in all calculations. Data were presented as median [interquartile range; IQR; 
Q25-Q75]. Nominal data were presented as numbers (%). For nominal data, a Chi-
squared test was used to compare differences between groups. The non-parametric 
Kruskal-Wallis test was used to compare differences between groups for continuous 
data. When indicated, subsequent posthoc analyses were made using the Mann-
Whitney U test or Chi-squared test. Correlations were assessed by Pearson correlation 
coefficient (r, with p-value) for continuous data and Point-Biserial correlation 
coefficient for dichotomous variables. An r-value of >0.30 was required for 
interpretation as a real correlation and to be presented (i.e. 0.30 – 0.50 = weak 
correlation; 0.50 - 0.7 = moderate correlation; >0.70 = strong correlation). Linear 
regression analyses were performed to study the effects of nominal factors on 
QuickDASH score (unstandardized B [95% CI]; p-value). A p-value <0.05 was 
considered statistically significant. Each treated arm was analysed as a separate case and 
statistical entity.  
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Results 

The results from each paper are summarized below. For details the reader is referred to 
the individual papers. 

Paper I 

In Paper I, the purpose was to evaluate outcome after primary simple decompression 
in UNE aiming to identify predictors for functional outcome. 

Outcome after primary simple decompression 

In the cohort, 78 % (189/242) of the primary UNE cases treated with SD 
reported an excellent or good outcome (measured by DROM grading), where 
patients perceived a complete or partial recovery, while 22% (53/242) had no 
change or experienced worsened symptoms compared to preoperatively. Sex, 
smoking, associated diseases and the presence of various clinical signs supporting 
UNE diagnosis did not affect surgical outcome. A tendency towards worse 
outcome was observed for cases with higher age, a manual occupation, presence 
of preoperative ulnar nerve dislocation and experiencing UNE with constant 
symptoms instead of intermittent. Similar outcome was found regardless of 
whether cases received initial conservative treatment with a night-splint or were 
directly treated surgically. Cases operated on by a specialist in hand surgery were 
found to have a better outcome than cases treated by an experienced resident surgeon. 

Additional results - Electrophysiology 

In the cohort, 81% (196/242) of all cases underwent electrophysiological 
examination, while in the remaining cases (19%) the treating surgeons based 
their UNE diagnosis purely on patient history and clinical examination. In 79% 
(155/196) of these cases, the electrophysiological examination showed signs of 
ulnar nerve affection supporting UNE diagnosis (36% reduced conduction 
velocity; 12% conduction block; 52% axonal degeneration), while 21% 
(41/196) had normal findings. No difference in outcome was noted between 
cases where UNE diagnosis was confirmed by electrophysiological findings and 
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cases with UNE diagnosis based solely on patient history and clinical 
examination. Cases with nerve conduction block or axonal degeneration (i.e. 
electrophysiologically more severe pathology) showed worse outcome after SD.  

Paper II 

Paper II aimed to study surgical outcome after subcutaneous and submuscular ulnar 
nerve transposition in primary UNE and UNE relapse, with the aim of identifying 
predictors for revision surgery. 

Outcome after transposition surgery 
In the cohort, 93% (14/15) of SCT cases and 79% (22/28) of SMT cases reported an 
excellent or good outcome (measured with DROM grading) after transposition surgery 
due to primary UNE. Among revision surgery cases due to UNE relapse, 86% (6/7) in 
the SCT group and 73% (27/37) in the SMT group reported being cured or improved. 
There were no differences in outcome between primary and revision transposition 
surgeries, either when analysing all transposition cases or when analysing primary SMT 
alone compared to revision SMT. 

Additional results 
Revision transpositions had a higher frequency of concomitant systemic diseases, 
musculoskeletal conditions and CTS. No differences were found between primary and 
revision transposition cases concerning age, sex, profession or clinical signs of UNE. 
Both primary (79%) and revision SMT (76%) cases had a high frequency of ulnar nerve 
dislocation. A higher frequency of primary SMT (61%) cases had positive 
electrophysiological findings, supporting UNE diagnosis, compared to revision SMT 
cases (35%). Analysis of electrophysiological data showed that all primary transposition 
surgeries as well as primary SMT surgeries alone had a tendency to have nerve 
conduction block or axonal degeneration (i.e. a more severe pathology), while revision 
surgeries (all revision cases and revision SMT cases alone) had normal 
electrophysiological findings or reduced conduction velocity. 
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Paper III 

In Paper III, the purpose was to evaluate patient-reported outcome after surgical 
treatment for primary UNE in patients with and without diabetes, as well as to assess 
whether sex influences outcome. 

Diabetes and outcome 
Preoperative QuickDASH scores did not differ between patients with and without 
diabetes. No differences were found in surgical outcome (measured using the PROM 
QuickDASH) between patients with and without diabetes at either three or 12 months 
postoperatively. In the linear regression analyses, diabetes did not predict a higher 
postoperative QuickDASH score at 12 months. The total-score change between 
preoperative and 12 months postoperative QuickDASH was, however, lower in cases 
with diabetes. Men with diabetes reported higher postoperative QuickDASH scores 
than men without diabetes, which was not seen in women.  

Additional results  
Diabetes was present in 12 % (160/1354) of the cases, of which 76% (111/160) were 
type 2 diabetes and 23% (33/160) were type 1 diabetes. Median HbA1c levels 
(mmol/mol) were 56 [IQR 44-71] and no differences in HbA1c levels were found 
between men and women. The patients had had a diabetes diagnosis for a median of 9 
years [IQR 3-20]. The diabetes group comprised a majority men and was older 
compared to the group without diabetes. Patients with diabetes were surgically treated 
with SD more often than patients without diabetes and were also to a greater extent 
operated on simultaneously for another nerve compression. In the HAKIR specific 
HQ-8 questions, cases with diabetes reported preoperative cold sensitivity more often 
than cases without diabetes.  

Women scored their disability based on QuickDASH higher than men on all occasions 
pre- and postoperatively, but showed larger improvement from preoperatively to 12 
months postoperatively compared to men.  However, men had better surgical outcome 
at both 3 and 12 months postoperatively. Additionally, women scored higher on all 
HQ-8 items (i.e. pain on load, pain on motion without load, pain at rest, weakness, 
numbness, cold sensitivity, ability to perform daily activities) preoperatively, except 
stiffness. Women also scored higher on items regarding pain and numbness 
postoperatively.  

Patients operated with ulnar nerve transposition scored 10.8 points higher on 
QuickDASH at 12 months (95% CI 1.98-19.6). Ulnar nerve transposition resulted in 
more residual symptoms. 
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Paper IV 

Paper IV aimed to assess ulnar nerve dislocation as an influencing factor on outcome 
after primary and revision surgeries for UNE, using both PROM and DROM.  

Ulnar nerve dislocation and outcome 
In the cohort, 20% of all cases had a documented pre- or intraoperative ulnar nerve 
dislocation and the majority were found among revision surgeries (47%) in comparison 
to primary surgeries (16%). No differences were found between cases with and without 
ulnar nerve dislocation preoperatively or at three months postoperatively. Cases with 
dislocation had higher QuickDASH scores at 12 months postoperatively than those 
without dislocation. At the same time, no correlation was found between ulnar nerve 
dislocation and QuickDASH scores at 12 months postoperatively. An adjusted 
regression model for age and sex did not predict higher QuickDASH scores at 12 
months postoperatively.  

Primary surgeries had better outcome compared to revision surgeries, according to 
DROM grading, but postoperative QuickDASH scores did not differ. In total, 73% of 
primary surgeries and 61% of revision surgeries were cured-improved at follow-up. 
Primary simple decompressions had better outcome at 12 months postoperatively, with 
respect to QuickDASH scores, compared to primary transposition surgeries. 

Additional results - relation between PROM and DROM 
Cases graded by DROM as cured-improved had lower QuickDASH scores than cases 
graded as unchanged-worsened at three and at 12 months postoperatively, while 
preoperative QuickDASH scores did not differ between the two DROM groups. A 
strong positive correlation was found between DASH and QuickDASH scores at 12 
months postoperatively as well as a positive, but weak, correlation at three and 12 
months postoperatively between DROM grading and QuickDASH score. A DROM 
grading of unchanged-worsened predicted higher QuickDASH scores at both three and 
12 months postoperatively in the linear regression analysis adjusted for age and sex. 
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Paper V 

In Paper V, the purpose was to evaluate impact of preoperative electrophysiology on 
surgical outcome for UNE and to analyse the relation between electrophysiology, age, 
sex and diabetes. 

Electrophysiology and outcome 
No differences in QuickDASH score were found either preoperatively or at three and 
12 months postoperatively between the four electrophysiology groups (normal 
electrophysiology, reduced nerve conduction velocity, nerve conduction block or 
axonal degeneration), both when analysing all cases and primary UNE cases alone. 
With DROM grading, no differences were found in postoperative outcome in relation 
to the four electrophysiological grades of nerve affection. Dichotomizing 
electrophysiological grading into normal and pathologic electrophysiology respectively, 
cases with normal electrophysiology had worse preoperative QuickDASH score than 
cases with pathologic electrophysiology, while postoperative QuickDASH scores did 
not differ. When dichotomizing the electrophysiological grading into normal/reduced 
conduction velocity against nerve conduction block/axonal degeneration (i.e. more 
severe pathology), a worse postoperative outcome was noted in the latter group with 
DROM, but not with QuickDASH. No correlation was found between 
electrophysiology and outcome measures in the form of QuickDASH and DROM.  

Additional results  
Primary surgery cases had electrophysiologically more pronounced nerve pathology 
than revision surgeries. No differences were found in electrophysiological grading 
between primary simple decompressions and primary transposition surgeries. Men and 
older cases had more severe electrophysiological nerve affection in the form of nerve 
conduction block or axonal degeneration. A moderate positive correlation was found 
between age and electrophysiological grade of nerve pathology, where higher age 
increased severity of nerve affection. Cases with diabetes had more severe 
electrophysiological pathology, similar for men and women with diabetes, but no 
correlation between diabetes and electrophysiology was found. In the linear regression 
analysis, a higher age and diabetes were associated with a higher risk of a worse 
electrophysiological classification, while female sex was associated with better 
electrophysiological grading. 
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General discussion  

Primary ulnar nerve entrapment 

Outcome of surgical treatment  

Surgical treatment of primary UNE includes simple decompression (open or 
endoscopic), ulnar nerve transposition (subcutaneous, intramuscular or sub-muscular) 
or medial epicondylectomy, where the latter procedure has not been a focus of the 
present thesis. A number of studies have been conducted over the years focusing on 
outcome after surgical treatment of primary UNE, where different types of surgical 
methods have been compared. In the present thesis, consisting of principally two 
different cohorts of 285 and 473 cases, I found excellent or good outcome (i.e. patients 
reporting being cured or improved), in 74-78% of the cases after SD (Papers I and IV) 
and in 78-84% of the cases after transposition surgery (93% in SCT and 79% in SMT) 
(Papers II and IV) measured using DROM grading. These data are similar to reports 
in multiple previous prospective RCT studies and retrospective studies (defined as 
excellent or good outcome in 61-84% cases after open SD and in 62-83% after SCT 
or SMT) (4, 67, 73).   

I found no differences in outcome between SD and transposition surgeries measured 
using DROM grading (Paper IV), which is in line with what numerous previous studies 
have shown (4, 66, 67, 73, 108). When analysing the validated PROM QuickDASH, 
I found no differences in preoperative QuickDASH scores between cases treated with 
SD or transposition surgery, hence, all cases rated their symptoms as equally 
pronounced preoperatively. Interestingly, however, cases treated with SD were found 
to have a better outcome at 12 months postoperatively compared to transposition 
surgeries (Paper IV). These results were also reproducible when analysing the whole 
HAKIR register population of 1354 primary UNE cases; simple decompressions had a 
better outcome than ulnar nerve transpositions at 12 months postoperatively (Paper 
III). This finding is interesting since it contrasts with what previous studies have noted. 
The multiple studies showing no differences in outcome between SD and transposition 
surgeries have, on the other hand, included fewer UNE cases in their analyses; between 
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44-152 cases in contrast to the 473 and 1354 cases included in the present thesis (4,
67, 73, 82, 108-110). This leads me to speculate as to whether previously reported data
may be slightly skewed due to fewer cases being analysed and that my findings may
suggest a different view on surgical outcome in relation to chosen surgical method, than
noted and accepted in the scientific community to date. To achieve a deeper knowledge
about which surgical method actually offers best outcome, further studies on larger
cohorts are still needed with a clear definition of the staging of UNE problems.

Simple decompression is commonly considered the gold standard in primary UNE 
cases since it is easier to perform, surgically less invasive with lower risk of postoperative 
complications (67, 72, 73) and is more cost effective (75). However, transposition 
surgery is commonly chosen as the primary surgical method, if partial or total ulnar 
nerve dislocation is present preoperatively, or in cases where ulnar nerve dislocation 
arises intraoperatively when performing primary SD. Interestingly, my findings 
concerning outcome, analysed using QuickDASH, does not agree with previous 
studies, which show similar outcome for SD and transposition surgeries (4, 66, 67, 72, 
73, 82, 108, 109), which also alerted me to questions concerning predictors of 
outcome. For example, ulnar nerve dislocation in UNE and its potential influence on 
surgical outcome has not been sufficiently highlighted in previous studies (34, 35, 37-
39). I also speculate whether my finding of a worse outcome among transpositions than 
SD might be explained by a high frequency of clinically relevant ulnar nerve 
dislocations in the primary ulnar nerve transposition group, the presence of nerve 
dislocation potentially being the reason for choosing primary ulnar nerve transposition 
over the gold standard simple decompression. I, therefore, decided to analyse this 
further. 

Notably, outcome after primary simple decompression surgery, as measured by the 
levels of postoperative QuickDASH scores [ranging between 34-38 points at 12 months 
postoperative (Papers III and IV)], is not impressive. Also, outcome after surgical 
treatment for UNE has been found to be less favourable compared to outcome after 
carpal tunnel release (4), another more common peripheral mononeuropathy. The 
reason for this is not fully understood. My interpretation of the findings is that they 
reflect some residual postoperative symptoms, being consistent with postoperative 
satisfaction rates of 74-78% as measured by DROM. My belief, however, is that these 
unfavourable outcomes may have a multifaceted cause, which might be explained by 
different prognostic factors.  
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Predictors of surgical outcome  

A variety of patient-related factors are often studied in their role as risk factors for 
developing UNE, but not as often in their role as potential predictors influencing 
treatment outcome. Throughout the work on the different papers included in this 
thesis, I studied different patient-related factors in the role as predictors of surgical 
outcome. 

Ulnar nerve dislocation 
I found a total of 16% documented pre- or intraoperative, partial or total, clinically 
verified ulnar nerve dislocations among primary surgeries in both my smaller study 
group (Papers I and II; unpublished results) and in my larger study group from the 
HAKIR register (Paper IV). Among revision surgeries, I noted 47% pre- or 
intraoperative clinically verified ulnar nerve dislocations, which was significantly higher 
than among primary surgeries (Paper IV). In my smaller study population, the 
frequency of nerve dislocations among revision surgeries was even higher (63%; Papers 
I and II; unpublished results). In total, I found ulnar nerve dislocation to be present in 
20-23% of all surgically treated cases (Papers I, II and IV). In previous studies among 
UNE patients, a similarly wide distribution of ulnar nerve dislocation, 18 - 46 %, has 
been reported, which is in accordance with my findings (38, 39, 111). These studies 
analyse the occurrence of partial dislocation (i.e. subluxation) and total nerve 
dislocation separately (found in 7-25% and 7-21% of the cases, respectively). However, 
they do not specify whether UNE was primary or recurrent. My hypothesis is that this 
wide range of ulnar nerve dislocations in previous studies may reflect the difference in 
ulnar nerve dislocations among primary and recurrent UNE cases, as noted in my 
present analyses. Commonly, when partial or total ulnar nerve dislocation is present 
preoperatively in primary UNE, when ulnar nerve dislocation arises intraoperatively 
when performing primary SD and in cases of recurrent UNE, transposition surgery is 
chosen as surgical method, which is a frequent clinical routine in Sweden.  

I found that a majority of the primary cases with ulnar nerve dislocation were surgically 
treated with transposition surgery [67% of the cases in our smaller study population 
(Paper II) and 93% in our larger study population (Paper IV)]. When analysing revision 
surgeries, I noted that almost all the recurrent UNE cases with concomitant nerve 
dislocation were surgically treated with transposition surgery [97% of the cases in my 
smaller study population (Paper II) and 100% in my larger study population (Paper 
IV)]. These observations presumably reflect the mentioned surgical choices, with 
reference to both the presence of ulnar nerve dislocation and to recurrent UNE.  
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When analysing surgical outcome in all surgically treated UNE cases (including both 
primary and revision surgeries), I found that cases with dislocation had higher 
QuickDASH scores at 12 months postoperatively than those without dislocation, 
reflecting a worse outcome (Paper IV). No such difference could be found at 3 months 
postoperatively, but a tendency towards a worse outcome, measured using DROM, was 
also noted in my smaller retrospective study among primary simple decompressions 
with ulnar nerve dislocation (Paper I). At the same time, the presence of clinically 
relevant ulnar nerve dislocation did not predict higher QuickDASH scores, and no 
correlation was found between ulnar nerve dislocation and QuickDASH scores at 12 
months postoperatively (Paper IV). Ulnar nerve dislocation and its effect on surgical 
outcome has previously not been sufficiently highlighted. A recently published study, 
in which no significant differences were found in surgical outcome among UNE cases 
with or without dislocation, also supports this notion (112). With reference to my 
findings, indicating that presence of nerve instability might influence postoperative 
outcome negatively, my belief is that more detailed studies are needed on the role of 
ulnar nerve dislocation in UNE. 

Preoperative electrophysiology 
It is not standard procedure in our region for all UNE patients to undergo 
electrophysiological examination prior to surgery, but it is regarded as a complement 
in clinical diagnostics. In my smaller study group, 81% of the primary SD cases (Paper 
I) and 58% of the primary transposition cases (Paper II) had a preoperative
electrophysiological test. In my larger HAKIR register group, 75% (Paper V) of all
primary surgery cases underwent electrophysiological examination. In the remaining
cases, UNE diagnosis was based solely on patient history and clinical examination. Of
the cases that had preoperative testing, I found that 79% of the primary cases surgically
treated with simple decompression and 88% of primary transpositions had positive
electrophysiological findings, supporting UNE diagnosis (Papers I and II). In addition,
I found no difference in outcome, measured using DROM, after primary simple
decompression between cases where UNE diagnosis was confirmed by
electrophysiological findings and cases diagnosed by patient history and clinical
examination alone (Paper I), giving support to the notion that clinical symptoms
should weigh heavily in diagnostics and treatment decisions concerning UNE. I wonder
whether electrophysiological examinations perhaps do not need to be assessed on a
mandatory basis, but rather regarded as a complement in UNE diagnostics.

I found no differences in electrophysiological grading between primary simple 
decompressions and primary transposition surgeries (Paper V), but I noted 
electrophysiologically more pronounced nerve pathology (i.e. nerve conduction block 
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or axonal degeneration) among primary surgeries compared to revision surgeries (i.e. 
normal findings or reduced conduction velocity) both in my smaller (Papers I and II) 
and larger (Paper V) study populations, which is in accordance with previous findings 
(76). My conjecture is that this might reflect the high frequency of concomitant ulnar 
nerve dislocation among revision surgeries, the dislocation itself being the main reason 
for needing revision surgery, rather than a UNE relapse due to increased nerve affection, 
which should have been demonstrated by worsened electrophysiological grading. 
Surgeons should, therefore, routinely assess the possible presence of intraoperative ulnar 
nerve dislocation when performing SD for primary UNE and, if dislocation is found, 
perform a transposition of the ulnar nerve in the same session, to minimize the risk of 
needing future revision surgery.  

Further, I analysed the relation between the electrophysiological grade of ulnar nerve 
pathology and surgical outcome. In my smaller study, I noted worse outcome, 
measured using DROM, after primary SD among cases with electrophysiologically 
more severe pathology (Paper I). My reflection was that electrophysiological assessment 
and grading might be a good predictor of surgical outcome, as has also been indicated 
in some previous studies (113, 114). However, in my larger HAKIR register-based 
study (Paper V), I found no differences in postoperative outcome in relation to the 
electrophysiological grades of nerve affection, either when measured by QuickDASH 
score at 3 and 12 months postoperatively, or by DROM, which on the other hand is 
consistent with what has been shown previously in a systematic review (4). I found the 
same results when analysing solely primary UNE cases as well as all cases, including 
revision surgeries. Also, I found no correlation between electrophysiological grades and 
my used outcome measures (i.e. QuickDASH and DROM). Only when dichotomizing 
electrophysiological grading into normal findings/less severe nerve pathology against 
more severe nerve pathology, did I notice a worse postoperative outcome with DROM 
among cases with more pronounced nerve pathology, which was in accordance with 
my findings in Paper I. 

I conclude from my studies that preoperative electrophysiological assessment and 
grading of ulnar nerve affection may influence surgical outcome, but is not a clear 
predictor of outcome. The relation between electrophysiology and surgical outcome is 
complex and may be skewed by other patient-related factors influencing surgical 
outcome, such as ulnar nerve dislocation and comorbidities. Nevertheless, 
electrophysiology provides treating surgeons with valuable information when 
discussing patient expectations preoperatively. 
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Diabetes 
Diabetes is a disease that may affect the peripheral nervous system, amongst other organ 
systems, and is a known risk factor for both distal sensory polyneuropathy (115) and 
nerve compression neuropathies, most notably CTS (116), as well as UNE (3, 22, 27, 
28). I found comorbidity with diabetes in 12% of all surgically treated UNE cases from 
the HAKIR register, the majority having type 2 diabetes (76%) (Paper III). The cases 
with diabetes were well regulated (as indicated by the HbA1c levels), older and the 
majority were men. I noted that UNE patients with diabetes were more frequently 
operated for concomitant nerve compression other than UNE, reported more 
preoperative cold sensitivity (Paper III) and had more severe electrophysiological 
pathology; the last-mentioned was similar in both men and women (Paper V). Further, 
I found concomitant diabetes to be associated with a higher risk of a worse 
electrophysiological grading (Paper V). Taken together, my interpretation is that these 
findings reflect the pathophysiology of diabetic neuropathy; i.e. the intraneural 
structural changes that diabetes is known to induce in peripheral nerves through 
systemic metabolic changes (117, 118), where it has also been shown that the small 
nerve fibres that are damaged first in the course of diabetic neuropathy are responsible 
for mediating thermal sensation (119).  

In patients with diabetes, simple decompression was chosen over transposition of the 
ulnar nerve more often than in the group without diabetes (Paper III). One may wonder 
whether the treating surgeons are more prone to avoid more complex surgery in patients 
with diabetes, in order to minimize risk of postoperative complications. I found no 
differences in postoperative outcome between patients with or without diabetes (Paper 
III), which is consistent with results from previous studies (76, 78, 120-122). Neither 
did diabetes predict a higher postoperative QuickDASH score at 12 months. However, 
the cases in my study had well-regulated diabetes and one may consider whether a 
cohort with less well treated diabetes might present a worse outcome after surgery. 
Nevertheless, I noted that patients with diabetes reported a smaller improvement in the 
QuickDASH total score compared to patients without diabetes (Paper III), which may 
be related to the diabetic nerves having more pronounced changes, as I noted in Paper 
V where patients with diabetes had more severe electrophysiological pathology.  

Further, I noted that men with diabetes had electrophysiologically more severe nerve 
pathology (Paper V) as well as worse surgical outcome after simple decompression 
(Paper III) compared to men without diabetes, and in contrast to women with diabetes. 
Previous studies have shown that men have a higher risk of developing UNE (21, 24, 
123). Men are also affected by diabetic neuropathy earlier and to a greater extent than 
women (124, 125), and have a lower intraepidermal nerve fibre density (126). My 
interpretation is that this supports men having a more sensitive peripheral nervous 
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system and less reserve capacity compared to women, which in turn influences 
regeneration and recovery after nerve compressions, resulting in a worse surgical 
outcome. Another, although less plausible, explanation for my findings may be that 
men tend to seek medical advice later than women.  

Age and sex 
UNE is a peripheral mononeuropathy that is mainly considered to be idiopathic, but 
several risk factors predispose for the development of nerve compression, including 
older age and male sex (21, 24, 123). I found that both men and older patients had 
more severe electrophysiological nerve affection compared to women and younger 
patients in the form of nerve conduction block or axonal degeneration. Further, I noted 
a positive correlation for age, indicating that increasing age may affect 
electrophysiological findings negatively and increase severity of nerve pathology (Paper 
V). I interpret these findings as reflecting the known higher risk of developing UNE 
both in men and with increasing age. Men have also been found to have a lower 
intraepidermal nerve fibre density (126),  indicating a more sensitive peripheral nervous 
system, which I believe may correlate to our findings of men having more severe 
electrophysiological nerve affection. 

Interestingly, in my larger HAKIR register-based study group, I found that men had 
better outcome after primary SD at both 3 and 12 months postoperatively compared 
to women (Paper III), regardless of men from part of the same cohort having more 
severe electrophysiological nerve pathology (Paper V). At the same time, neither sex nor 
age affected surgical outcome after primary simple decompression in my smaller study 
group, even though a tendency toward worse outcome was observed for older cases 
(Paper I). Intriguingly, I found that women scored their disability higher than men 
both pre- and postoperatively, indicating that women perceive their UNE symptoms 
as more pronounced than men. At the same time, women showed greater improvement, 
measured using QuickDASH at 12 months postoperatively, compared to men (Paper 
III). I also observed that female sex was associated with better electrophysiological 
grading and hence less pronounced nerve pathology compared to men (Paper V). 

A recent study from our group, using the same HAKIR population as studied in Paper 
III, evaluated socioeconomic factors influencing outcome of surgical treatment for 
UNE and found that the UNE patients differed greatly from the general population in 
terms of having lower education levels and earnings as well as higher rates of 
unemployment and sick leave (26). It is known that socioeconomic status influences 
several musculoskeletal conditions (127) and that women with lower education levels 
exhibit a high prevalence of arm or hand pain with greater social gradient inequalities 
compare to men (128). I find it plausible that my findings, that women perceive their 
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UNE symptoms as more pronounced compared to men while having measurably less 
pronounced ulnar nerve pathology, and that male sex possibly predicts a better 
postoperative outcome, could be explained by differences in socioeconomic factors. 
Further analyses are needed to reach a deeper understanding of these relations. 

Recurrent ulnar nerve entrapment 

Outcome of surgical treatment 

UNE relapse due to persistent or recurrent symptoms is usually treated with 
transposition surgery, as well as if ulnar nerve dislocation occurs postoperatively after 
primary SD. I found no difference in postoperative outcome when analysing 
QuickDASH scores between primary and revision surgeries due to UNE (Paper IV). 
Using DROM grading, my results were contradictory; showing the same results in my 
smaller study population (Paper II) as when the QuickDASH measure was used (i.e. 
no difference in outcome), while I noted a worse outcome among revision surgeries 
compared to primary surgeries in my larger study population from the HAKIR register 
(Paper IV). The latter is, however, consistent with findings in a previous study, showing 
significantly worse outcome after revision surgery (129). 

I noted an excellent or good outcome (i.e. cases reporting being cured or improved) in 
75% of the cases after revision transposition surgery (86% in SCT and 73% in SMT) 
(Paper II), measured by DROM grading in my smaller study population of 52 revision 
surgeries. In my larger study population from the HAKIR register of 75 revision cases, 
62% reported excellent or good outcome after transposition surgery measured by 
DROM (Paper IV). There are fewer previous studies on recurrent UNE than on 
primary UNE, but they report satisfactory results in 73-82% cases (79, 80, 129-131), 
which is similar to the results from my smaller study. However, in my larger study 
population from the HAKIR register, I found a lower occurrence of postoperative 
satisfaction of 62%. Since the number of included cases in previous studies is 18-56, 
compared to the 75 cases included in my register study, I think that previously reported 
data may be slightly skewed by being based on too few cases. My findings might perhaps 
suggest that satisfaction after revision transposition surgery is actually lower than noted 
in the scientific community. However, newly published studies on modified surgical 
techniques in recurrent UNE, show higher satisfaction rates than previously reported. 
Reoperation with SCT and additional use of a protective collagen membrane to prevent 
postoperative adhesions showed an 80% satisfaction rate, while surgery with 
decompression and ulnar groove plasty found postoperative satisfaction as high as 95% 
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(132, 133), leading me to the conclusion that further studies on recurrent UNE are 
needed.   

Predictors of revision surgery  
I found that revision transpositions had a higher comorbidity with concomitant 
systemic diseases and other musculoskeletal conditions as well as concomitant CTS 
(Paper II). Of these risk factors predicting the need of revision surgery,  concomitant 
CTS has also been highlighted in a previous study (77). Patients with CTS have a lower 
number of myelinated nerve fibres in the posterior interosseous nerve, a continuation 
of the deep branch of the radial nerve, which is an easily accessible nerve branch for 
biopsy studies and is located adjacent to the median nerve, but not compressed. These 
findings have been interpreted as an indicator that some patients, including those with 
diabetes, may be more prone to develop nerve compression lesions (134, 135). One 
may consider, in support of my findings, that patients with UNE might also have such 
microscopic intraneural changes.   

I did not find other patient-related factors, such as age, sex, diabetes, profession, 
workload or severity of UNE, to predict the need of revision surgery (Paper II). These 
factors are often considered relevant for surgical outcome in peripheral nerve 
entrapments. However, previous studies have also been unable to show that these 
factors consistently increase the risk of UNE relapse needing surgical revision (76-78, 
81); hence, their role in possible UNE relapse remains to be clarified.  

I noted positive electrophysiological findings, supporting UNE diagnosis, in 35% of 
revision SMT cases (Paper II), which is a low frequency. At the same time, revision 
surgeries had either normal electrophysiological findings or less pronounced ulnar nerve 
pathology in the form of reduced conduction velocity (Paper II), which is in accordance 
with previous findings (76). Simultaneously, I noted a high frequency of preoperative 
ulnar nerve dislocation; 53% among revision transposition surgeries in my larger 
HAKIR register-based study group (Paper IV) and as high as 73% in my smaller study 
group (Paper II). I wonder whether this high frequency of ulnar nerve dislocation might 
possibly explain my electrophysiological findings, since it is contrary to what might be 
expected, i.e. an electrophysiologically more pronounced nerve pathology among cases 
with UNE relapse, with the higher degree of electrophysiological pathology being a 
possible predictor for revision surgery. 

Taken together with my findings, that cases with a clinically relevant ulnar nerve 
dislocation have a significantly worse outcome at 12 months postoperative (Paper IV), 
lead me to speculate whether my findings concerning satisfaction rates after revision 
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surgeries due to recurrent UNE also might be associated with the high frequency of 
preoperative ulnar nerve dislocation, the presence of dislocation possibly explaining the 
relatively low postoperative satisfaction rate of 62% among revision UNE surgeries 
(Paper IV). However, in my smaller study group, I noted 73% ulnar nerve dislocations 
among revision transposition surgeries in contrast to a postoperative satisfaction rate of 
75% (Paper II). This in comparison with the 53% dislocations among revision surgeries 
and in contrast to a postoperative satisfaction rate of 62% in my larger study group 
(Paper IV). My conclusion is that the former reflects a better outcome regardless of a 
higher frequency of preoperative ulnar nerve dislocation. Previous studies on ulnar 
nerve dislocation in recurrent UNE are scarce and my present findings are assumed to 
be novel in this area. My belief is that the relation between ulnar nerve dislocation and 
recurrent UNE is more complex than previously noted, both regarding preoperative 
UNE symptoms and indications for revision surgery, as well as postoperative outcome. 
This relation needs to be studied more thoroughly in the future.  

Outcome measures 

One of the known challenges in scientific studies on hand surgical treatment 
evaluations is the application of validated outcome measures. Multiple types of 
diagnose-specific patient-reported outcome measures (PROMs) are used with 
variations in responsiveness (85-87), which in turn can lead to difficulties in clinical 
research on UNE due to selection bias (83). I used a simple doctor-reported outcome 
measure (DROM), based on information documented in the patient records at the last 
follow-up, to evaluate surgical outcome in Papers I and II, when the retrospective 
nature of these papers prohibited reproduction of outcome as measured by validated 
PROMs. The diagnosis-specific PRUNE was not available in Swedish, at the time of 
my studies, and was thus not used (87). A DROM grading is simple to use and, since 
it requires no patient participation in filling out the questionnaires, a 100% 
responsiveness is not impossible to achieve. Some previous studies have even found a 
DROM grading to be associated with improvement in the PROM QuickDASH at one 
year postoperatively (90-92).  

In Paper IV, I analysed the relation between DROM and the clinically widely used 
PROM QuickDASH. I found that cases graded as cured-improved with DROM 
reported significantly lower QuickDASH scores at both three and at 12 months 
postoperatively. Further, I noted significant correlations between both DROM and 
postoperative QuickDASH scores as well as between postoperative DASH and 
QuickDASH scores. Additionally, in the linear regression analysis, adjusted for age and 
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sex, I found that a DROM grading of unchanged-worsened predicted higher 
postoperative QuickDASH scores at both three and 12 months postoperatively. Taken 
together, my interpretation is that these results provide some support for a relationship 
between the DROM and the QuickDASH outcome measures. Hence, I conclude that 
a simple DROM may be used in clinical practice, either independently or as a 
complement to PROMs, such as QuickDASH and the diagnosis-specific PRUNE, 
once it has been translated and validated in the appropriate language, which is presently 
being done in Sweden (87, 136). 
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Strengths and Limitations 

Limitations regarding the first two studies (Papers I and II) included in this thesis, are 
mainly related to their retrospective nature. Because of this factor, neither preoperative 
clinical examinations nor postoperative outcome could be assessed in the same 
structured and objective way as in a prospective study. Postoperative outcome was 
instead assessed by a simple doctor-reported outcome measure (DROM grading), 
which some studies have implied is related to improvement in the PROM Quick-
DASH at one year postoperatively (90-92). 

A limitation in my last three studies (Papers III, IV and V) was the low response rate 
for QuickDASH scores among the UNE cases included from the HAKIR register. This 
can never be as high as in a prospective cohort study, even if it was in accordance with 
response rates reported by similar previous studies (85-87). The HAKIR register was 
also a rather new register at the time of data collection, being introduced in 2010, and 
hence having some expected start-up problems. Among others, the coding system in 
HAKIR did not include data either on whether UNE surgery was primary or revision, 
if ulnar nerve dislocation existed preoperatively, if electrophysiological examination had 
been carried out, or on which type of transposition surgery was performed. Since these 
data were not specified in HAKIR, additional thorough retrospective research was done 
on each individual patient file (Papers IV and V) and added to the analyses. Further, 
data extraction from HAKIR included the years 2010-2016, and hence follow-up data 
were in some cases lacking for patients undergoing surgery for UNE during 2016, since 
this would have been introduced into the registry in 2017.  

A strength of the first two studies (Papers I and II) is that the clinical routines for UNE 
diagnosis, treatment indications and surgical techniques, have essentially remained the 
same over the years. One strength of the last studies (Papers III, IV and V) included in 
this thesis is the use of national quality registries (HAKIR and NDR), which enables 
analyses to be made on detailed data concerning a nationwide population. I focused on 
only two hand surgery departments reporting to the Swedish national hand surgery 
quality registry HAKIR because of the additional retrospective research needed on each 
individual patient file. Another strength is the use of a validated and internationally 
accepted outcome measure (i.e. Quick-DASH) for assessing treatment outcomes. 
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Conclusions  

The overall aim of the present thesis was to advance in essential knowledge concerning 
UNE, and in this way to contribute to creating an evidence-based, standardized process 
in diagnostics and surgical treatment options for attaining the best possible clinical 
outcome for UNE patients. Since this purpose is multifaceted and complex, specific 
aims were formulated in each paper. My overall conclusions from the papers included 
in this thesis are summarized below. For my conclusions on each specific aim presented 
in each paper, the reader is referred to the individual papers. 

Surgical outcome in primary and revision ulnar nerve 
entrapment 

- Outcome after primary simple decompression is better than after transposition 
surgeries, measured using QuickDASH (Papers III and IV). No difference in outcome 
is found with DROM grading (Paper IV). Satisfaction rate is 74-78% in primary simple 
decompression and 78-84% in primary transposition surgery (Papers I, II and IV).  

- No difference in postoperative outcome is found between primary and revision 
surgeries, measured using QuickDASH (Paper IV). With DROM grading, revision 
surgeries have a worse outcome (Paper IV). Satisfaction rate is 62-75% after revision 
transposition surgery (Papers II and IV).  

Predictors of surgical outcome 

- Ulnar nerve dislocation in UNE is 16% in primary surgeries and 47-63% in revision 
surgeries (Papers I, II and IV). Ulnar nerve instability influences choices in surgical 
treatment approaches (papers I, II and IV) and may influence outcome negatively 
(Paper IV). 
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- Preoperative electrophysiological grading does not clearly predict surgical outcome
measured using QuickDASH (Paper V) but may influence it negatively as measured by
using DROM (Paper I). There were no differences in surgical outcome between
primary UNE cases diagnosed by means of clinical or electrophysiological examination
(Paper I).

- Concomitant diabetes in primary UNE is associated with a worse electrophysiological
grading (Paper V) but does not influence surgical outcome (Paper III). However, men
with diabetes have a worse outcome after primary simple decompression (Paper III)
than men without diabetes, which is not seen in women with diabetes.

- Sex and age are not clear predictors of surgical outcome after primary simple
decompression (Papers I and III). Men have better outcome than women measured
using QuickDASH (Paper III), while neither sex nor age affects outcome measured
using DROM (Paper I). Women score their disability higher than men, but show a
greater postoperative improvement compared to men (Paper III). Female sex is
associated with better electrophysiological grading. Male sex and increasing age affect
electrophysiological findings negatively (Paper V).

- Concomitant systemic diseases, musculoskeletal conditions and CTS are predictors of
revision surgery (Paper II). Revision surgeries have normal electrophysiological findings
or less pronounced electrophysiological nerve pathology (Paper II) and a high frequency
of preoperative ulnar nerve dislocations (Papers II and IV).

Relations between outcome measures 

- There are correlations between postoperative DROM and QuickDASH as well as
between postoperative DASH and QuickDASH, providing some support for a
relationship between DROM and QuickDASH measures (Paper IV). DROM grading
may be useful in clinical practice.
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Future research perspectives 

Several studies over the years have conducted analyses and found no differences in 
outcome after different types of surgical treatments in primary UNE (4, 65-67, 72, 73, 
108, 109). However, outcome after primary surgery is not impressive as measured by 
different PROMs, such as QuickDASH. The more recent diagnose-specific PROM for 
UNE, i.e. PRUNE (patient-rated ulnar nerve evaluation) (87), is still not widely used 
and at the time of the work on this thesis was not available in Swedish. At the same 
time, some studies have shown an approximately 90% satisfaction rate in mild UNE 
with conservative treatment only (59-61). A recent review study concludes that it is not 
known when conservative treatment may be superior to surgical treatment and vice 
versa (4). My conclusion is that further studies on treatment options in UNE would be 
valuable, most notably RTCs comparing conservative with surgical treatment. 
However, such studies should be put in perspective and include specific criteria for 
diagnosis of UNE with grading of severity, presentation of findings from clinical 
examinations and preoperative electrophysiology as well as follow-up time.  

For anatomical reasons, the ulnar nerve may in some patients be unstable, i.e. with risk 
of partial or complete dislocation, leading to pain and UNE symptoms. Ulnar nerve 
dislocation may also arise intraoperatively in primary simple decompression or as a 
postoperative complication after primary surgery, then requiring revision surgery. 
Previously, ulnar nerve dislocation and its role in UNE has not been sufficiently 
highlighted, particularly in recurrent UNE. However, recently, ulnar nerve dislocation 
has started to come more into focus in both the clinical and scientific communities 
(112). My studies included in this thesis indicate that ulnar nerve dislocation not only 
influences choices in surgical treatment approaches but may also influence surgical 
outcome. I therefore conclude that more studies are needed on the subject, which 
should preferably analyse primary and revision surgeries separately.    

Electrophysiological examination in UNE is useful in supporting UNE diagnosis and 
estimating the severity of entrapment. In some regions of the world, it is also mandatory 
in UNE diagnostics, both in clinical practice preoperatively and in scientific studies on 
UNE. However, the role of electrophysiology in UNE is debated, as some studies have 
found electrophysiological assessments to be possible predictors of surgical outcome 
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(50, 113, 114), whereas a recent review study found no differences in surgical outcome 
based on electrophysiological protocols (4). My included studies in this thesis found 
that preoperative electrophysiological assessment and grading of ulnar nerve affection 
is not a clear predictor of surgical outcome but may influence it. Further, I noted no 
differences in surgical outcome in UNE cases diagnosed using electrophysiology or 
clinical examination alone. Taken together, my interpretation is that the relationship 
between electrophysiology and surgical outcome in UNE is complex, and may also be 
influenced by other patient-related factors (such as sex, age and systemic disease e.g. 
diabetes) and hence needs to be studied more thoroughly. In addition, it may perhaps 
not be necessary to assess electrophysiological examinations on a mandatory basis, but 
regard them rather as a complement in UNE diagnostics.   

Studies on data from National Quality Registers are believed to be helpful since the 
registers can collect data on all patients treated at the affiliated clinics. In our region, 
similar National Quality Registers exist among both the different subspecialties in 
orthopaedic surgery and in other medical specialties, from which many valuable and 
internationally notable studies arise. One known limitation of studies based on data 
from National Quality Registers is that generally the response rates are lower than 
desired, and, as not all private clinics are affiliated and report to the registers, study 
results may be skewed. Our HAKIR register at present lacks coding concerning 
important factors in UNE which is the reason for additional retrospective research 
being made on the HAKIR population in two of the studies included in the thesis. My 
conclusion is that National Quality Registers have an important role in delivering well-
founded scientific studies from which relevant medical conclusions may be drawn. 
However, they are at the same time dynamic, and improvements can be made in their 
data collection, for example our HAKIR register needs to include essential information 
on hand surgical treatments.    

The application of validated outcome measures is a challenge for scientific studies on 
hand surgical treatment evaluations. The lack of a specific outcome measure to follow 
up and evaluate surgical treatment in UNE (83) at the time when the present studies 
were initiated led to several different patient-reported outcome measures (PROMs) 
being used (83, 84), out of which the DASH and its shortened version, the 
QuickDASH are common. However, responsiveness to outcome measures have been 
found to be lower than desired (85-87), possibly affecting not only research on UNE 
due to selection bias, but also choices in diagnostics and treatments of UNE in everyday 
clinical practice. I evaluated a simple doctor-reported outcome measure (DROM) in 
this thesis, which by previous studies has been implied to correlate to improvement in 
Quick-DASH at one year postoperatively (90-92) and I found some support for such 
a relationship. I conclude that a DROM grading may be useful independently or as a 
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complement to PROMs in clinical practice, but further studies are required to 
strengthen this theory. It is also believed that the diagnose-specific outcome measure, 
PRUNE, could have a valuable role in contribution to future studies on UNE and 
needs to be incorporated into clinical follow-up on a regular basis. Translation and 
validation of PRUNE in the appropriate language is presently being carried out in 
Sweden (87, 136). 

  





”It always seems impossible - 
Until it’s done” 

Nelson Mandela 
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The QuickDASH questionnaire. Swedish version. 
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The HQ-8 questionnaire from HAKIR 
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